Competitive nonspecific binding does not explain the potentiating effects of muscle relaxant combinations.
Combination of pancuronium (Pm) with d-tubocurarine (dTC) or metocurine (mTC) produces potentiation of neuromuscular effects. We tested the hypothesis that this effect is due to decreased plasma protein and/or nonspecific (noncholinergic) tissue binding by one or the other drug such that a greater than expected proportion of unbound drug reaches its neuromuscular site of activity. By varying the concentration of Pm, dTC, and mTC, competitive binding by Pm and dTC or Pm and mTC to plasma constituents was tested in vitro by equilibrium dialysis. Drug interaction and displacement from nonspecific binding sites in tissues was tested in vivo with Pm-mTC combinations. During recovery of mTC-induced neuromuscular paralysis, monitored by evoked twitch tension, 1 mg of Pm was administered intravenously. The twitch height and plasma mTC concentrations before and after Pm administration were noted. The in vitro plasma dTC or mTC binding was not significantly altered by the addition of Pm. Similarly, plasma mTC concentrations in vivo did not increase following the administration of Pm. Thus, there was no displacement of mTC from nonspecific tissue binding sites by Pm. Our in vitro and in vivo experiments both demonstrate that there is no interaction between Pm--dTC and Pm--mTC relative to plasma or tissue binding and thus cannot explain the potentiating effect of the drug combination.